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Song Music is an application for people wanting to make music by using melody does not know notes or 
playing instruments.

Help people to make their music in the easiest way even they do not know notes & instruments.
Comparing with other resources that I’ve found - My other goal is to make a very visually attractive and 
simple design.
The other goal is to make learning music enjoyable

This project aims to reach people who wants to interested in music, so there is not an exact range for it 
however if we generalize, the range will be from 18 - 30.

The project first came to my mind last year in my CS 450 course. However I could not make it.
As i said in the post, I was thinking for a while to make music without knowing notes or playing instru-
ments. 
I’m a person wanting to be interested in music so much and sometimes nice melodies come to my mind 
and i was thinking on a subject that how could they be transformed to a music. That was an issue i was 
thinking on it. After that I also realized that i like drawing and make illustrations. Now, my aim is to unite 
them. Actually I dont want to make something could be done by drawing I just want the drawing explaining 
something and make the design understandable.

 I also noticed that there are many people wanting a music-maker rather than being only listener. However 
the problem is to find easy-use and attractive designs. My aim will be to make it and decide which format 
would be convenient to this issue (website, machine, app, etc..)

Make the design undestandable & attractive & simple
Drawing illustrations that helps the viewer to understand the interface.
Using social media to reach many people + Provide the people share their musics.


